
Monochromatic Colors



Monochromatic colors schemes are different tints of their 
base colors, such as white, ivory, cream and tan. There are 
so many amazing photographers who use monochromatic 

schemes in their sessions. 

● Ana Brandt, 
● Kelly Brown, 

● Erin Tole Photography

https://www.facebook.com/bellybabylove/?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/bellybabylove/?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/bellybabylove/?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/Kelly-Brown-Little-Pieces-Photography-113001641542/?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/Kelly-Brown-Little-Pieces-Photography-113001641542/?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/Kelly-Brown-Little-Pieces-Photography-113001641542/?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/newbornphotographers/?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/newbornphotographers/?fref=ts


Tints are created by adding white to a color to make it lighter, 
or black/gray to make it darker. 

Pink and Burgundy are both tints of Red. 



When most people think of monochromatic colors, they think 
of soft, muted neutrals- but that is just the tip of the color 

ice-berg. You can easily turn any color into a monochromatic 
color palette for your sessions- including bright and fun 

colors! 

The key is to know how to use the darks and lights to create 
contrast as well as push and pull your eye toward your 

subject. 



One of the my favorite ways to create a monochromatic color 
scheme, that also matches your clients home or nursery, is to 
take their main color, add 2 lighter colors and 2 darker colors. 

I also like to make sure to add in a neutral (gray, bone or 
ivory) to help tame down the intensity of the bolder colors. 



Monochromatic Nursery Examples
Example #1:  Nursery is pink and gray. 

Session colors: White, Gray, Light Pink, Pink, Coral (coral 
and white would be accents- while the pinks and gray would 
be main focus colors.)

Example #2: Nursery is Teal and Gray

Session colors: Mint, Aqua, Turquoise, Teal, Gray (Teal and 
Turquoise would be accents colors, while mint, aqua and gray 
would be main focus colors)



Accent Colors vs. Main Focus Colors
Accent colors are great for : 

● Small headbands
● Wraps
● Bonnets

Focus Colors are great for: 

● Backdrops
● Buckets/Benches/Bowls
● Large Fur Layers

** The tone of accent colors vs main focus colors should always be opposite. 
Example: If Accent colors are dark, main colors should be bright. 



Accent Colors
Accent colors should always be on baby- they draw your eye directly to your 
newborn’s features. In many sessions, the accent colors should always be the 
brightest color. The other “focus” colors will help tame down the brightness- while 
also drawing the attention of that color to the baby. 

Accent colors don’t always have to be the brightest colors- sometimes, they are 
considered “fillers.” When you have an over whleming amount of one type of color 
(such as in monochromatic color schemes) you need a touch of another color to 
help break up the space. 



Monochromatic Color Inspiration



Notice these things about this color inspiration: 

● The backdrop is the darkest color - but not the brightest. It helps create one 
tone all around baby so that your focus is immediately drawn in toward the 
center. 

● The softest colors are on the baby (ivory) 
● There is a touch of aqua (the brightest color) but you have to look for it- it 

doesn’t scream at you as you look at the image. 



Journaling: 
This week, I want to you to practice with your monochromatic colors schemes. Get 
a doll or stuffed animal, and go through some workflows with the props you 
already own. 

● Which colors did you find worked the best as a monochromatic color palette? 
● How successful were you able to point out which colors should be focus 

colors and which ones should be accent colors? 
● Which colors do you prefer to use to enhance depth and highlights? 


